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Abstract
The purpose of this study has been to create a list of children’s everyday vocabulary in English which will provide a foundation for daily life vocabulary for Japanese elementary school students and which will complement and augment existing English vocabulary currently taught in Japanese junior and senior high schools. Vocabulary words were taken from the CHILDES spoken corpus and picture dictionaries, and were ranked statistically with an outstanding-ness score based on a log likelihood keyword analysis and a selection probability score based on an adapted form of range. It was found that the identified words are at the appropriate grade level (grades 1 to 3), that the semantic content areas are grade-appropriate and complement the semantic categories of junior and senior high school (JSH) vocabulary, and that this vocabulary supplements JSH vocabulary in text coverage over 18 activities.
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Introduction
In Japan, an initiative began in 2002 to teach English to young learners (TEYL) and when a new course of study is fully implemented in 2011, English language activities will become compulsory for fifth and sixth graders. The Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) wrote the overall objective of English activities “to form the foundation of pupils’ communication abilities” (MEXT, 2009) through “conducting conversational activities wherein students can be exposed to daily expressions and terms in English” (Butler & Takeuchi, 2008, p. 69). In anticipation of this reform, MEXT produced a textbook in 2008 called Eigo No-to or English Note for the fifth and sixth grade curricula. A recent vocabulary analysis of Eigo No-to showed that it contained an estimated 386 words, and that 8.1% of these were higher than the U.S. 8th grade level (Chujo & Nishigaki, 2010). While Eigo No-to is no doubt a useful resource for teachers, its word selection raises interesting questions about defining ‘daily life vocabulary,’ the optimal number of words for a curriculum, the most appropriate target for grade level, and how this vocabulary would complement or overlap with the vocabulary currently taught at the junior and senior high school levels. In addition, Eigo No-to is not a mandated textbook, and educators are expected to develop their own syllabuses and supplemental materials. With or without this resource, most primary school teachers generally have neither the experience nor the skills necessary for teaching English and they need effective...
teaching material that will be successful and motivating so that these early language-learning experiences not only support TEYL but also will become a basis for learning at the secondary level and beyond. This study addresses this need by creating a 1,000-word corpus-based vocabulary of daily life words in English. In this paper, *daily life vocabulary* is defined as the words relevant to the everyday experience of children and young language learners and is used interchangeably with *everyday words* or *everyday vocabulary.*

**Literature Review**

**The Need for Daily Life Vocabulary**

Theoretical and empirical research in EFL in Japan suggests that teaching daily life words to elementary-aged children can be highly beneficial for EFL learners (Ito, 2000; Kuno, 1999; Saku & Honda, 2004; Shirahata, 2004) and teaching these kinds of words also meets with the Japanese government’s TEYL guidelines (MEXT, 2009) which state that English relevant to children’s everyday life should be taught in public elementary schools. Many researchers in Japan have emphasized that this vocabulary is considered to be the core vocabulary of college students and college graduates (Hamano, 1989; Horiuchi, 1976; Inoue, 1985), and the lack of this vocabulary is often felt by teachers and students who go to English-speaking countries for a short stay to experience daily life in native speakers’ homes (Inaoka et al., 1988; Tsuruta, 1991). Chujo, Hasegawa, and Takefuta (1994) documented this vocabulary gap in a study comparing the vocabulary coverage of Japanese and American textbooks over eighteen specific language activities. They compiled a 14,694-word list generated from American basal K through 8th grade readers called the *Ginn Reading Program* (Clymer, Venezky, & Indrisano, 1982), and a 3,483-word list generated from the textbooks most widely used in Japanese secondary schools from the 7th through the 12th grades. They found that the American textbook vocabulary covered all activities evenly, but the Japanese textbook vocabulary showed a gap in daily life vocabulary coverage, focusing instead on, for example, student conversations, travel phrases and TOEFL vocabulary. In another study, Hasegawa and Chujo (2004) investigated a series of three Japanese secondary school textbooks used in each of the past three
decades and found that while there have been slight improvements in daily life vocabulary coverage in each ten-year revision of the same textbook series, there was still a lack of daily life words necessary for survival in English. Other researchers have also pointed out that these words in particular are not sufficiently covered in Japanese English textbooks taught in junior and senior high schools (hereafter, JSH) (Inoue, 1985; Mouri, 2004). For example, students rarely learn words such as drawer, refrigerator, trash, and glue from English textbooks used in JSH (Nishigaki, Chujo, & Oghigian, 2009). Finally, Jin’nai (2003) reported that educators in secondary schools are expecting TEYL to provide the vocabulary currently not taught in Japanese secondary schools.

**Daily Life Vocabulary Sources**

A century ago when Jespersen, in his *How to Teach a Foreign Language* (1904), stated that the beginner has use for only the most everyday words, “the problem that faced the textbook writer who wished to follow Jespersen’s precepts was how to know [exactly] which were ‘the most everyday words’” (as cited in Hornby, 1967, p. 41). While it is possible to identify high frequency words in English from general and specialized corpora, to date there have been no known studies done to create this type of children’s vocabulary using statistical extraction tools such as log likelihood (Dunning, 1993). It should be noted from the outset that as a general corpus, the British National Corpus (BNC) has been shown to be inappropriate for using unchanged as the basis for syllabus design for EFL or ESL learners in primary or secondary schools because “[t]he BNC is predominantly a corpus of British, adult, formal, informative language, and most English learners in primary and secondary school systems are not British, are children, and need both formal and informal language for both social and informative purposes” (Nation, 2004, pp. 3-4). Ishikawa (2005, p. 44) demonstrated that in the BNC, the rank of words familiar to Japanese schoolchildren such as notebook, eraser, blackboard, pocket and chime is low and stated that the high frequency words derived from the BNC are weak in identifying young children’s familiar everyday vocabulary.

There are currently very few children’s corpora available (Danielsson & Mahlberg,
Because the Japanese TEYL curriculum addresses conversational activities, our focus is on spoken children’s corpora, and to date we have identified three: the Polytechnic of Wales Corpus (1978-1984) of children’s speech in play sessions and interviews; the Moe, Hopkins, and Rush (1982) corpus of spontaneous conversations with first grade children; and the CHILDES (Child Language Data Exchange System) corpus of conversations with young children (2000). In 2006, Chujo, Utiyama, Nishigaki, Nakamura, and Yamazaki used the log likelihood statistic to extract and examine the outstanding vocabulary of these three spoken corpora. This statistical process is known as a keyword analysis. Scott (1997, pp. 236-243) defined a keyword as a “word which occurs with unusual frequency in a given text” and proposed a method of identifying keywords in text by using the chi-square and log likelihood statistics. Chujo et al. obtained keywords that are used in children’s corpora statistically more frequently than in general English by comparing each word’s frequency in the children’s corpora to its frequency in the BNC general-usage adult spoken list of 9,477 words. They found that the CHILDES corpus contained basic verbs, colorful nouns and adjectives relevant to a young child’s everyday world. The PoW corpus contained words limited to the play sessions, games, and interview topics, and the Moe et al. corpus contained words related only to limited subjects. Based on the findings of this 2006 Chujo et al. study, the CHILDES has therefore been identified as an appropriate source for this current study.

In addition to a children’s corpus, researchers in Japan agree that picture dictionaries are a vital resource of everyday words (Inoue, 1985; Kittaka, 2000; Matsumura, 2004; Shiina, Chujo, & Takefuta, 1988), and Nishigaki, Chujo, and Iwadate (2005) confirmed that they contain a high level of everyday words. Some picture dictionaries define their specific goals for featuring this vocabulary; for example, The Basic Oxford Picture Dictionary (Gramer, 2003) targets “language that is essential for the development of the beginning learner’s survival skills” and The Sesame Street Dictionary (Hayward, 2004) provides “words that appear frequently in beginning reading books and in a young child’s everyday world.” Thus, in addition to the CHILDES corpus, we have targeted and included data from picture dictionaries as a
source of everyday words.

**Research Questions**

Previous studies indicate that there is a need to construct a daily life word list relevant to the everyday experience of children and young language learners for TEYL education at the elementary level in Japan, and that there is also a need for filling in the gap of daily life vocabulary not taught in Japanese secondary schools. Although no single corpus exists to provide a comprehensive selection of this type of vocabulary, the CHILDES corpus and picture dictionaries have been identified as appropriate sources of TEYL vocabulary. The purpose of this study is to create a daily life word list from the CHILDES corpus and picture dictionaries and examine it to determine if it is appropriate for TEYL. Specifically:

1. Are the identified words at the appropriate TEYL grade level?
2. What semantic categories are represented, and how are these distributed over various types of daily life activities?
3. How does this daily life word list compare to existing JSH vocabulary, i.e., does it improve text coverage of everyday words as a supplement to JSH textbooks?

**Method**

**Source Lists**

**CHILDES.** From the CHILDES (Child Language Data Exchange System) spoken data, ten sets of American English native speaker children’s speech data ranging from age 2 to age 10-11 (grade 5) were chosen and downloaded\(^1\). The 129,326 different words in this 1.29 million-word corpus were lemmatized to extract all base forms using the CLAWS7 tag set (1996), that is, inflectional forms such as *cat-cats* and *go-goes-went-gone-going* were listed under the base word forms of *cat* and *go*. All proper nouns and numerals were identified by their POS (part of speech) tag and deleted manually because statistical measures mechanically identify these words as technical words (Scott, 1999). Next, to create a pedagogically applicable list, all unusual or infrequent words (i.e., those occurring only once) were excluded. This process yielded a 4,161-word list.

In accordance with the Chujo et al. 2006 study discussed earlier using the log
likelihood statistic, the 4,161-word CHILDES list was compared with the BNC general-usage adult spoken list of 9,477 words to statistically identify which words are *outstandingly* used in children’s speech, compared to that of adults. A score for ‘*outstanding-ness*’ was assigned to indicate the level of use by children compared to that of adults. This procedure provided an outstanding-ness score for each of the 4,161 CHILDES words, and we ranked those words in ascending order according to the ‘outstanding-ness’ score.

**Picture Dictionaries.** Twenty picture dictionaries for both native speaking children and ESL/EFL learners published by major overseas publishers in the U.S., England, Australia, Singapore and Hong Kong, and ten picture dictionaries published in Japan were collected. They are listed in Appendix A. The selection criteria for these picture dictionaries were as follows: (a) they contain more than 500 entries; (b) authors state that they provide everyday words; (c) authors state that they have pedagogic value; and (d) they are available.

The words contained in each of the thirty picture dictionaries were manually typed or scanned optically and then reformatted into thirty individual lists. In addition, each list was identified as having been published in Japan and or overseas, thus there were ten lists for ten Japan-based dictionaries and twenty lists for twenty non-Japan-based dictionaries. Next, each word list was lemmatized, and proper nouns and numerals were excluded from each list manually. The number of different words in the twenty dictionaries published abroad totaled 4,691 (Picture Dictionary List 1) and that of ten Japan-based dictionaries was 3,897 (Picture Dictionary List 2), yielding a combined total of 5,259 words (Picture Dictionary List 3).

In picture dictionaries, each individual word is presented with a picture, usually without a context or sentence. An analysis of picture dictionary data therefore would not (and did not) produce a normal frequency list as would be obtained from an analysis of text data. Because of this, the criteria of ‘frequency of occurrence’ often used in studies was not applicable. In addition, there are no stated criteria for each author’s inclusion or ranking for each entry word. Since it is likely these were decided intuitively based on expertise (no explicit rationale was given for any dictionary), we
used ‘range’ to express a numerical consensus. For example, words that appeared in all twenty overseas picture dictionaries were referred to as ‘range 20.’ If the size of all the picture dictionaries were the same, we could say the words having a wider range are more important than those with a smaller range. However, there was a difference in size between the picture dictionaries. For example, *Word by Word* (Molinsky & Bliss, 1995) contains 2,554 different words and *Ladybird Picture Dictionary* (Taylor, 2004) contains only 608 different words. In this case, it is reasonable to assume that a word found in a smaller picture dictionary is more important than one found in a larger picture dictionary.

In order to generalize the idea of the ‘range,’ we proposed an adapted form of range called ‘selection probability,’ which enables the importance of a word to be weighted in favor of a word that is found in a smaller sized picture dictionary (see Chujo et al., 2005). For that purpose, we assigned a probability to each word. This resulted in a selection probability score for each word on each of the three lists (Picture Dictionary Lists 1, 2 and 3) and each list was ranked in ascending order according to the probability score.

**Creating a Ranked Daily Life TEYL Vocabulary Master List**

We next integrated the four lists (the CHILDES list and the three picture dictionary lists) into one “Daily Life TEYL Vocabulary List” with each word showing one ranked score. To do this, we used the following procedure:

1. It was important to handle the picture dictionaries published outside Japan and in Japan separately when we calculated the selection probability. In the exploratory phase of our research, we examined the selection probability scores of the picture dictionary lists and found that the words from picture dictionaries published within and outside of Japan were based on different cultural views. For example, Japan-based picture dictionaries included words such as *curry, persimmon, leapfrog* and *squid* as everyday vocabulary which would be useful in a Japanese context, but not necessarily outside of Japan, i.e., for students or teachers living abroad, or for a wider Asian EFL audience. Therefore, we used the selection probability scores of the picture dictionaries published in the U.S., England, Australia, Singapore, and Hong Kong, so
that these daily life words would rank higher than the Japan-based daily life words. Thus, while Japan-specific words such as persimmon and leapfrog would be included in the master list, these would be ranked much lower than words encountered in situations abroad such as asleep or dollar. Therefore, we have two basic statistics assigned to each word in one master list (“Daily Life TEYL Vocabulary List”): the selection probability score for the picture dictionaries and the CHILDES log likelihood ‘outstanding-ness’ scores.

2. Next, we calculated an average of the rankings of the selection probability scores for the picture dictionaries and the rankings of the CHILDES log likelihood ‘outstanding-ness’ scores, and then ranked the words in ascending order. This list is available on the web at http://www5d.biglobe.ne.jp/~chujo/.

Evaluating the Word Lists

In order to determine the pedagogical appropriateness for TEYL, the words on the Daily Life TEYL Vocabulary List (hereafter ‘TEYL List’) were evaluated with regard to grade level, semantic content and distribution, and JSH text coverage. These procedures are discussed below.

1. Determining the grade level of the TEYL vocabulary. In order to understand at what U.S. grade level these words would be understood by native English speaking (American NS) children, the list of 5,259 TEYL words was compared to *The Living Word Vocabulary* (Dale & O’Rourke, 1981) and the *Basic Elementary Reading Vocabularies* (Harris & Jacobson, 1972). *The Living Word Vocabulary* includes more than 44,000 items and each presents a percentage score for those words or terms familiar to students in grade levels 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 13, and 16. (Note that grades 13 through 16 denote four years at the college or university level.) The *Basic Elementary Reading Vocabularies*, with 7,613 different words appearing in a selection of textbooks widely used in 1970 in grades one through six of the elementary school, was used for determining the (U.S.) grade levels of reading vocabulary for the first, second, and third grade levels. Using these control lists, we calculated the average grade level for ten different list sizes from the top-500 to the top-5,000 TEYL words. Although we acknowledge that these sources are dated, we were able to determine
grade levels for all the words appearing on our list, since generally these basic words have not changed over time, for example, pencil, chair, book, and toy. In addition, there is no contemporary comparable resource that we are aware of.

2. Determining the semantic categories of the TEYL vocabulary. Tom McArthur’s *Longman Lexicon of Contemporary English* (1981) classifies over 15,000 entries under a set of fourteen semantic fields such as *life and living things*, and *people and the family*. In this study, we used these 15,000 entries in the fourteen semantic fields to make it possible to cluster words in a word list into groups of different semantic fields. Some polysemous words, for example nail, belong to two semantic fields: *the body*; and *substances, materials, objects, and equipment*. Therefore the total number of semantic fields is larger than the number of words.

To confirm that the TEYL list includes grade-appropriate concepts such as animals, food, school, nature, and the home environment, we compared the distribution of the semantic fields of the first 500 words from the TEYL list to the fourteen semantic fields of words in the JSH textbook vocabulary. Although most of the first 500 TEYL words do not appear in the JSH textbook vocabulary, there was overlap. In order to examine distribution, first those words that appear both in the TEYL list and the JSH vocabulary were deleted from the first 500 TEYL list. In order to maintain 500 words, this TEYL list was supplemented with words from the second 500 TEYL list so that there were a total of 500 TEYL words, and this modified “Top 500 TEYL (Ver. 2) list” was then compared to the fourteen categories.

3. Determining the JSH text coverage of the TEYL vocabulary. Finally, to understand how the TEYL vocabulary compares to existing JSH vocabulary, text coverage was calculated. A JSH vocabulary list, containing 3,950 different base words, was compiled from the 41,112-word top selling series of textbooks, the *New Horizon 1, 2, 3* series (Tokyo Shoseki, 2002) and the *Unicorn I, II & Reading* series (Bun’eido, 2003) currently used in Japanese secondary education. We wanted to see how well this JSH vocabulary covered various activities, and how this compared to the coverage provided by the TEYL vocabulary. For this purpose, five 1,500-word text samples of eighteen language activities were used from a previous study (see Chujo et
al., 1994). These activities include nine text categories used in spoken language such as daily conversation, survival conversation, movies, medical conversation with nurses and doctors, economic news, business talk, a radio program, and TOEFL listening sections; and nine text categories used in written language such as a cooking article, an everyday word dictionary, a woman’s magazine, science news, a business letter, a computer manual, a science book, a novel, and a Time magazine. The sources are listed in Appendix B.

Text coverage was calculated by counting the number of the words known in the text, multiplying this number by 100 and then dividing by the total number of words in the text. Using the formula $p = \frac{\text{the number of words covered in the activity text by the TEYL list words}}{\text{total number of words in the activity text}} \times 100$, we calculated the targeted vocabulary coverage percentage learners might reasonably be expected to obtain along with the acquisition of the JSH level vocabulary and TEYL vocabulary.

**Results and Discussion**

**Research Question 1: Evaluating Grade Level**

The results of a comparison of the TEYL words with *The Living Word Vocabulary* (Dale & O’Rourke, 1981) and the *Basic Elementary Reading Vocabularies* (Harris & Jacobson, 1972) are shown in Table 1. In addition to the average grade level, we calculated the standard deviation (SD) of each of the top-500 to the top-5,000 TEYL words to measure how far any number (grade level score) is from the middle. For example, a SD of 2.0 allows that the grade level may range from the average grade level ±2.0.
We can see a clear tendency for a steady increase in grade level with the change of vocabulary size, and an increase in the SD, which means the grade levels are less stable among each vocabulary strata as the vocabulary size increases toward 5,000 words. We can see that the first 500 words and the first 1,000 words are generally understood by third grade students, with a SD of 1.2 and 1.6, respectively. The levels increase systematically: The 2,000 word strata are generally known by fourth grade students, the 4,000 word strata by fifth graders and the 5,000 word strata by sixth grade students. We also see that a larger vocabulary has a larger SD compared to a smaller vocabulary. Thus we can expect to obtain a more reliable grade level when the vocabulary size is smaller.

It is notable that the average grade level of the first 500 and 1,000 words remains stable at 2.4 and 2.9 respectively, and that they have a smaller SD (less than 2.0) compared to the larger vocabulary strata. This procedure allowed us to identify an optimal number of words for a smaller working word list. Japanese educators
(Takefuta & Suikou, 2005; Ono, 2005) advocate allotting 500 words or 500 to 1,000 words to TEYL in primary education based on the estimation that the required size an adult EFL learner’s vocabulary for practical communication activities is 7,000 to 8,000 words (Takefuta & Suikou, 2005, p. 60). Therefore, we limited the TEYL list to 1,000 words. In terms of practical application, we can say that these first 500 words and/or the first 1,000 words might be the most appropriate and useful vocabulary size for selecting daily life words for beginner level TEYL students and that they are within the elementary school range, that is, grades 1 through 3. Therefore as a more pedagogically useful vocabulary list, we have 500 or 1,000 grade-appropriate TEYL words from the original list of 5,259 words.

We can confirm that the log likelihood and selection probability statistics we used to rank the words were reasonable with regard to grade appropriateness. And from Appendix C, we can clearly see that appropriate words for the lower grades are listed in the first 500 words.

**Research Question 2: Evaluating Semantic Content and Distribution**

By comparing the TEYL word list to the *Longman Lexicon of Contemporary English* (McArthur, 1981) we were able to determine that it included words in each of the fourteen semantic categories. Figure 1 represents the distribution of semantic fields for 500 TEYL words (Ver. 2) and the JSH vocabulary. The percentage of TEYL words classified into each semantic field is shown with black bars, and the percentage of JSH words is show with gray bars.

We can see the top semantic fields of the TEYL words are: (a) *life and living things*; (b) *substance, materials, objects, and equipment*; (c) *buildings, houses, the home, clothes, belongings, and personal care*; (d) *entertainment, sports, and games*; (e) *movement, location, travel, and transport*; and (f) *food, drink, and farming*. We can say that the TEYL words (for example, *shoe, cat, car*, and *chair*) generally relate to concrete concepts belonging to semantic fields appropriate to the developmental level of the students.
On the other hand, the top semantic fields of the JSH textbook vocabulary are: (a) general and abstracts terms; (b) thought and communication, language, and grammar; (c) people and the family; (d) space and time; (e) movement, location, travel, and transport; and (f) feelings, emotions, attitudes, and sensations. JSH students “are able to think beyond the immediate context in more abstract terms” (Pinter, 2006, p. 7), and this is reflected in the semantic categories. Overall, from this observation we can see the TEYL words can provide elementary level students with grade appropriate concepts relevant to a child’s everyday world.

**Research Question 3: Evaluating Text Coverage**

Finally, to understand how the TEYL vocabulary compares to existing JSH vocabulary, text coverage was calculated and the results are shown in Figure 2. The percentage of text coverage for the JSH textbook vocabulary over each activity is shown by gray bars; and the JSH textbook vocabulary supplemented by the modified 500 TEYL words (Ver. 2) is shown by black bars. Looking at the graph, we can see the ineffectiveness of the JSH textbook vocabulary, mainly because of its limited scope. Since the JSH texts are for grades 7 through 12, it’s appropriate that the
coverage is rather low for adult language activities such as medical conversations with doctors, or reading science news and *Time* magazine. However, the most notable point is that there is a lack of important daily life words in the JSH texts. We can see that the addition of the 500 TEYL words resulted in the improvement of text coverage for ‘Everyday words’ from 53.3% to 70%. The TEYL is an important supplement, although there would be benefit from further improvements.

**Figure 2.** Text coverage of Japanese textbook vocabulary with/without 500 TEYL words over 18 activities texts.

**Conclusion**

From a review of the literature, we understand that there is a need to construct a word list for TEYL education at the primary level in Japan, and that there are no known studies which have done so. Not only is this type of everyday vocabulary essential to young learners as a basis of language knowledge, it is essential for filling in the gap of vocabulary not taught in Japanese junior and senior high schools, and Japanese secondary level educators expect a word list that will address this lack. In addition, this is important vocabulary for Japanese or other Asian students who travel to English-speaking countries.

In this study, 1,000 words were statistically selected from a children’s spoken
corpus and from picture dictionaries and were found to be appropriate with regard to grade level, semantic content and text coverage. Although other TEYL lists might be generated from other sources other than CHILDES and picture dictionaries, we hope this list contributes to the body of work in TEYL language teaching, and that it or lists similar to it will be considered when elementary and JSH textbooks are revised by MEXT over the coming years. Additionally, the methodology used to generate the TEYL list may be of interest to readers outside of Japan. To determine if the TEYL list is useful in other contexts, educators can calculate text coverage calculation by replacing the JSH textbook vocabulary list with the vocabulary from another [Asian] textbook. This list is accessible online at http://www5d.biglobe.ne.jp/~chujo/eng/index.html. E-learning software programs and gaming devices in four languages (Chinese, Korean, English, Japanese) based on this TEYL list are under development for a broader Asian EFL audience, and an Ara Karuta card set (Nishigaki et al., 2009) is currently available.
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Footnotes

1. From the “English-American Corpora” section of CHILDES, ten sub-corpora titled Bliss, Bohannon, Brown, Carterette & Jones, Evans, Garvey, Gathercole, Kuczaj, Tardif, and Van Kleeck, were chosen based on the subjects' age range and data collection situation. For details on these corpora, please consult the ‘English-American Corpora’ section (http://childes.psy.cmu.edu/data/) as well as a general introduction to the CHILDES (http://childes.psy.cmu.edu/).

2. The selection probability of a word extracted from 20 dictionaries is defined as follows. To select a word from a dictionary, we first select a dictionary, di (i=1…20), from the 20 picture dictionaries. Thus, the selection probability of di, P(di), is 1/20. Next, we select word w from di. Suppose that di has W(di) words, the selection probability of w given di, P(w|di), is 1/W(di). Thus, the selection probability of di and w, P(w,di), is P(di)*P(w|di) = (1/20)*(1/W(di)). Note that P(w,di) is 0 if w is not included in di. We add the selection probability of di and w, P(w,di), for the 20 dictionaries to calculate P(w) = P(w,d1) + P(w,d2) + ... + P(w,d20). The selection probability, P(w), is a generalization of range. Suppose that all the dictionaries are the same size, i.e., W(d1) = W(d2) = ... = W(d20) = K, where K is a constant. Then, if the range of word w is r, then P(w) = r * (1/20)* (1/K) = r * constant. Thus, P(w) is proportional to r. The selection probability weights words in smaller dictionaries more heavily than words in larger dictionaries. For example, if W(d1) =1000 and W(d2) = 2000, then P(w,d1) = (1/20)*(1/1000) and P(w,d2) = (1/20)*(1/2000). Thus, P(w,d1) > P(w,d2). This is because a word contained in a smaller dictionary is more important than a word contained in a larger dictionary.

3. It was noted that all of the CHILDES words were already included in the Picture Dictionary List 3.

4. The rationale for using The Living Word Vocabulary (LWV) is explained by Hiebert (2005, pp. 252-253):

   … the time frame within which it was validated make[s] the LWV a less-than-ideal resource for use with students in the early part of the 21st century. At the present time, however, the LWV is the only comprehensive, existing database on students’ familiarity with word meanings…[and furthermore]…“Because of the shortcomings in the LWV system, an additional resource [is necessary] …for decisions of inclusion or exclusion on grade-level lists….

Because the LWV assigned grade level 4 to grade level words from grades 1-4, we used an additional resource to evaluate the grade levels of those words, and allotted each word to grade 1, 2, 3, and 4. Although the newer Zeno et al. (1995) was available, we wanted to use a resource from a similar time frame as the LWV, and therefore chose Harris & Jacobson (1972).

5. Although the UCREL Semantic Analysis System (http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/usas/) is effective for analyzing text, we learned that the precision of the semantic tagging for a word list might not be as precise as that for a text (personal communication with P. Rayson, January 2, 2007).

6. In order to ensure the reliability of the results and to confirm the results were
not dependent on the type of text, it was necessary to replicate the previous study (Chujo et al., 1994). Thus we used the same eighteen sets of vocabulary for the 18 language activities used in the 1994 study, even though the materials may be somewhat dated.

7. It should be noted that because a picture dictionary was included in this control list, it was not included as one of the thirty picture dictionaries chosen for the study.
## APPENDIX A

### Selected Picture Dictionaries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smile Picture Dictionary</td>
<td>Barraclough, C.</td>
<td>Macmillan Heinemann, Oxford</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Oxford Picture Dictionary for the Content Areas</td>
<td>Kauffman, D. &amp; Apple, G.</td>
<td>Oxford University Press, New York</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1,207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Word Study Dictionary</td>
<td>Turton, N.</td>
<td>Learners Publishing Pte Ltd., Godown, Singapore</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disney My First 1000 words</td>
<td>Feldman, T.</td>
<td>Disney Press, New York</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>1,193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Picture Dictionary</td>
<td>Oliver, A.</td>
<td>Hinkler Books, Dingley, Victoria, Australia</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longman Children’s Picture</td>
<td>Graham, C.</td>
<td>Longman Asia ELT, Quarry Bay,</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dictionary</td>
<td>Author(s)</td>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>City</td>
<td>Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Sesame Street Dictionary</td>
<td>Hayward, L.</td>
<td>Random House, New York</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>1,174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORD BOOK: E-de Mite Oboeru Eitango</td>
<td>Kuno, Y.</td>
<td>Borgnan, Tokyo</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>1,004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodomo Eigo Jiten</td>
<td>Tsuruta, K.</td>
<td>Kodansha Ltd., Tokyo</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English for You</td>
<td>Yasuyoshi, I.</td>
<td>Seibido Shuppan Co., Ltd., Tokyo</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOVA Illustrated English Dictionary</td>
<td>NOVA</td>
<td>Nova Corporation, Tokyo</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>2,701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hajimete Eitango Jiten</td>
<td>Gakken</td>
<td>Gakken Co., Ltd., Tokyo</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>920</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# APPENDIX B

Eighteen Language Activities and Their Sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spoken Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Written Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women’s Magazines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX C

The 1,000 Daily Life TEYL Vocabulary (in Order of Rank)
Note that number beside each word indicates the grade level according to Dale & O’Rourke (1981) and Harris & Jacobson (1972). Any words not appearing in either resource are denoted by ‘*’